
$515,000 - 10 Larosette ST
 

Listing ID: M160624

$515,000
2 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, 1074.4 square
feet
Single Family

10 Larosette ST, Shediac, New Brunswick,
E4P8Z8

Welcome to 10 Larosette, this charming
French style country stone home boasts
cathedral ceilings in the open concept great
room with open concept and attractive warm
lighting fixtures accommodates a living area
for relaxing and entertaining as well as a
dining area adjacent to the galley kitchen
with breakfast space at the other end. It also
includes a secluded media and reading
corner. Off the living area is a large Master
bedroom with an attractive ensuite featuring
a jetted whirlpool tub adorned by an
originally created mosaic artwork and a
walk-in closet. A large dedicated laundry
room offers space for sewing, crafting or
hobbies. The bright upper floor second
bedroom with its large floor space and
windows facing the front and back of the
house could also accommodate a studio
and/or a games room. The bright sunroom
has an original floor tile design that creates
a unique focal point in the interior design
concept. This room provides a serene retreat
overlooking a delightful backyard whose
features inspire, tranquility and enhances the
home's peaceful atmosphere. This area
provide relaxation as well as a perfect area
for friendly gatherings and barbecues. An
outside storage shed as well as a secured
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generator are attached to the back wall of
the house. There is a storage and/or work
room in the two-car garage as well. This
property offers comfort and privacy without
sacrificing the conveniences offered in this
welcoming coastal town, a perfect place to
call home. (id:24320)
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